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We study the realizations of topological defects in 1d quantum Ising model with open boundary
condition at criticality. Applying the construction discussed in [M. Hauru, G. Evenbly, W. W. Ho,
D. Gaiotto, and G. Vidal, Phys. Rev. B 94, 115125 (2016)], we prove that the Ising model on an
open chain with multiple topological defects can be transformed to the same model with boundary
magnetic fields and noninteracting boundary degree of freedom. This results in the appearance of
linear combination of Cardy states [J. L. Cardy, Nucl. Phys. B 324, 581 (1989)], which can be
interpreted as an edge state of the spin or fermion chain. We show that this edge state with the
large boundary entropy can be protected under bulk perturbation whereas it is fragile to a boundary
perturbation. Our formulation suggests an existence of nontrivial edge physics under the existence
of topological defects and opens many interesting questions for future analysis related to boundary
and bulk physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Boundary conformal field theory (BCFT) has been a
significant theoretical flamework to investigate bound-
ary critical phenomena of quantum and statistical sys-
tems [1]. The BCFT has been applied to a wide variety
of problems in condensed matter physics, and high en-
ergy and mathematical physics, such as the descriptions
of quantum junction and D-brane [2–4]. In addition to
its application to critical systems, some theoretical appli-
cations of (smeared) BCFT to gapped systems is recently
proposed by Cardy. [5] More recently, his conjecture was
checked by using the truncated conformal space approach
(TCSA) for some models [6]. Hence further analysis of
boundary states may shed new light on the analysis of the
renormalization group (RG) flow to the gapped system
and its realization in the lattice models. Moreover, with
respect to symmetry of the system, the relation between
the t’Hooft anomaly and edgeability is considered [7, 8].
(Here, one should be more careful about the relation be-
tween the existence of BCFT or the non-negative integer
matrix (NIM) representation and the modular invariant
which is included in the discussion of these papers. Ac-
tually, modular invariance seems to be neither necessary
nor sufficient for the construction of NIM-rep in gen-
eral [9–12].) Hence the investigation of boundary states
with respect to symmetry has been still significant in this
decade.
When one considers the lattice realization of boundary
states of critical spin systems, such as quantum junction
problems, the boundary state corresponds to a totally
repulsive conformal defect which is called a factorising
defect [13, 14]. On the other hand, there exist trans-
missive conformal defects, which are called topological
defects [15]. A topological defect can be thought of as
an operator which generates a general twist to the the-
ory [16]. More generally, the construction of the confor-
mal defect which may connect different CFTs is still sig-
nificant for further understanding of the nature of phase
transition. Recently, an algebraic construction of a defect
between two CFTs which are connected by an integrable
bulk perturbation was constructed [17, 18]. Surprisingly,
this algebraic construction is shown to be consistent with
the perturbative calculation of the identity defect [19].
Path integral formulation for this RG defect is quite sim-
ilar to the smeared BCFT by Cardy [5], but their rela-
tionship is far from clear.
As for the Cardy states and topological defects on crit-
ical lattice models, although they can be classified theo-
retically in the framework of BCFT, it is in general dif-
ficult to determine their physical meaning on the con-
crete lattice systems. For instance, the unitary minimal
BCFTs yield the different Cardy states, each of which
corresponds to the primary fields. However, there is no
general way of determining the physical meaning of them,
such as fixed boundary conditions and free boundary con-
ditions, in the critical lattice models. It is an important
but difficult task to clarify the realization of Cardy states
on critical lattices, which are already done for only very
few cases such as Ising [1], tri-critical Ising [20], and 3-
state Potts model [21].
Even less have been known for the case of the lat-
tice realization of topological defects. Just as the Cardy
states, topological defects can also be defined correspond-
ing to the primary fields for a given CFT, and they can
be related to some symmetry which the CFT possesses.
The only example whose physical meaning of topological
defects are completely revealed is the Ising model [22],
where the three defects are related to the two elements
of Z2 group and the Kramers-Wannier (KW) self-dual
symmetry [23], as is also introduced later in this paper.
When one considers lattice models with boundary, one
may start from the boundary perturbation theory to
Cardy states [24] in BCFT. Some existence of boundary
states which are described by some linear combination of
Cardy states are shown by this boundary RG argument.
Actually, the complete description of boundary pertur-
bation theory inevitably needs extensive analytical cal-
2culation such as RG analysis and TCSA. In this context,
the Cardy states with the topological defects give an eas-
iest realization of general boundary states which we call
Graham-Watts states.
Most of the existing works are considering the spin
chain with either topological defects with periodic bound-
ary condition or open boundary conditions with bound-
ary fields. Hence, as a simplest example, we study the 1d
quantum Ising model in the presence of both open bound-
ary conditions and topological defects. Though this setup
looks nontrivial, we will show it can be transformed into
the same model without any defect by using the property
of topological defects. In this construction, we demon-
strate that the appearance of the linear combination of
Cardy states can be interpreted as an appearance of the
edge degrees of freedom. Moreover, our result also indi-
cates the existence of the nondecreasing of boudary en-
tropy g under the “bulk” perturbation even in the lattice
model which could be interpreted as an appearance of
nontrivial edge physics [25–27]. It should be also worth
noting that because of the equivalence of the Ising chain
to the Kitaev chain [28], the similar discussion to our
analysis can also be applicable to the case of the Kitaev
chain.
II. TOPOLOGICAL DEFECT AND ITS ACTION
TO BOUNDARY STATE
A. Topological defect as a class of transmissive
conformal defect
Topological defects for CFT were extensively studied
by Zuber and Petkova [15]. They can be understood as
a class of conformal defects which are transmissive as we
have mentioned in the previous section.
Conformal defects, which connect CFT1 and CFT2,
are line objects X which satisfy
T1 − T1 = T2 − T2, (1)
along the defect line, where Ti is the enegy momentum
tensor of CFTi and T i is the antiholomorphic counter-
part. The complete classification of conformal defects
for two different CFTs is a difficult problem and has
never been accomplished. Actually, it is equivalent to
the construction of boundary states of the product theory
CFT1×CFT2 which may break extended symmetry such
as Lie group symmetry [13, 29–31]. Though the construc-
tion of these boundary states is a fascinating and diffi-
cult problem, in this paper we concentrate on connecting
the same CFTs (i.e., CFT1 = CFT2) by two classes of
conformal defects which are called topological defect and
factorising defect, especially for A series minimal CFT
with diagonal partition function.
A topological defect is a transmissive conformal defect,
which can be moved and deformed continuously without
changing the behavior of the system [13]. Topological
defects satisfy the stronger condition T1 = T2, T1 = T2
along the defect line. For Ising model, there exist three
topological defects DI , Dǫ, Dσ where each index of the
defects corresponds to the primary operator with confor-
mal dimension hI = 0, hǫ =
1
2 , hσ =
1
16 . These defects
satisfy the following fusion rule,
Dǫ ×Dǫ = DI , (2)
Dǫ ×Dσ = Dǫ, (3)
Dσ ×Dσ = DI +Dǫ. (4)
It should be noted that, although this fusion rule is the
same as that of bulk fields of Ising CFT, the correspon-
dence between bulk operator and topological defect is not
always true.
A factorizing defect is a totally repulsive conformal de-
fect. More specifically, it is described by Dirichlet bound-
ary condition. It is described by the following operator,
X =
∑
a,b
fa,b|a〉〈b| (5)
where |a〉 |b〉 are conformal boundary states which we will
define in the proceeding sections and fa,b is a coefficient.
Our strategy for constructing topological defects with
open boundary conditions in 1d spin chain is quite sim-
ple:
1. We consider the realization of topological defects on
a spin chain with the periodic boundary condition.
2. Then we consider the insertion of a factorising de-
fect which is equivalent to assigning open boundary
condition.
3. Finally, we can move the topological defect to the
boundary of the chain by some unitary transforma-
tion.
In this paper, we only consider some specific model, 1d
quantum Ising model at criticality because this third step
requires some detailed information of the spin chain [23].
However, we believe above construction of general bound-
ary condition can be applied to other models described
by CFT. Moreover, if one thinks about (boundary and
bulk) RG flow, these generalized boundary states shows
the coinsidentally similar behavior to the edge state of
the symmetry-protected topological (SPT) or the intrin-
sic topological phases.
B. Boundary conformal field theory
BCFT is defined by assigning boundary condition
which can preserve conformal symmetry of the theory.
For the general theory described by the extended alge-
bra which is larger than Virasoro algebra, one can con-
sider symmetry breaking or preserving boundary condi-
tions which can preserve conformal symmetry [29]. Hence
further classification of boundary conditions is a still sig-
nificant problem.
3Here, we concentrate on the established case, A series
minimal model with the diagonal partition function [1].
As we have stated in the previous subsection the bound-
ary state satisfies the folowing boundary condition,(
Ln − L−n
) |B〉 = 0, (6)
where Ln is the generator of the local conformal trans-
formation and L¯n is the antiholomorphic one.
A solution of this equation is given by the linear com-
bination of the Ishibashi states,
|j〉〉 =
∑
M
|j,N〉|j,M〉, (7)
where j is a index of primary fields which contain identity
operator labeled by 0 and M labels its descendant level.
However, the Ishibashi state is not a “physical” ba-
sis if we consider the open string partition function
〈〈j|e−τHCFT |k〉〉 = δj,kχj(τ). By using modular S trans-
formation, the partition function should be written as,
〈j|e−τHCFT |k〉 =
∑
i
nij,kχi (−1/τ) , (8)
where ni is a nonnegative integer matrix. As an easiest
soulutuion, Cardy obtained |Ba〉 =
∑
j
Saj√
S0j
|j〉〉 where
he has taken n as fusion matrix N .
By considering multiplication of the topological defect
to these states, one can obtain “physical” states other
than Cardy states which are represented by linear comb-
nation of Cardy states [14],
Da|Bb〉 =
∑
j
N jab|Bj〉 = |a× b〉. (9)
We call these states as Graham-Watts states.
It was proven that the RG flow from a Cardy state
|Ba〉 to another one |Bb〉 implies the existence of RG
flow from a Graham-Watts state Dd|Ba〉 to Dd|Bb〉 for
an arbitrary index d. Hence the Graham-Watts state can
give an easy construction of extended boundary states
with some information of RG flow.
The essential part of their proof of the existence of such
a flow is quite simple. First, we think about two annulus
partition function Zd,a and Zd,b. RG flow from |Ba〉 to
|Bb〉 implies RG flow from Zd,a to Zd,b.
Second we interpret the boundary state |Bd〉 as Dd|0〉.
Because we can freely move the topological defect Dd, we
can obtain RG flow from Z0,d×a to Z0,d×b. Hence we can
obtain the boundary RG flow of Graham-Watts states
under RG flow of Cardy states.
Compared with the calculation of boundary perturba-
tion, the calculation using Grahm-Watts state is much
simpler (however it should be noted that it is not trivial
what boundary perturbations triger boundary RG flow
of Graham-Watts states [32]).
For Ising model, by multiplying Dǫ and Dσ recursively
to Cardy states, we can obtain the following set of states,
|+〉, |−〉, 2n|free〉, 2n (|+〉+ |−〉) , (10)
where n is a positive integer including 0. |+〉, |−〉, and
|free〉 are the Cardy states of Ising BCFT whose physical
meanings are explained in the Sec. III A. In this setup,
the states like |+〉 + |−〉 + |free〉 do not appear. As we
will show later by Ising chain, the insertion of topological
defects always increases the edge degree of freedom.
The lattice realization of the cat state |+〉 + |−〉 was
first considered in the BCFT analysis of the tricritical
Ising model as far as we know [20, 33, 34], and recently
this state in the Ising model captures some attention of
the researchers in SPT phases [35, 36]. We believe, at
least with respect to bulk and boundary RG and topolog-
ical defect theory, that the appearance of these Graham-
Watts state is ubiquitous.
For tricritical Ising model, possible Graham-Watts
states and RG flow are more complicated. However, it
may be worth to note that a nontrivial RG flow from the
Graham-Watts state |+〉+|−〉 to the free boundary condi-
tion can be explained by considering RG flow induced by
topolgical defect φ2,1 = σ
′ and it flows to |+〉+|−〉 bound-
ary state of Ising model by the bulk massless flow [37].
C. g-factor and boundary degree of freedom
It may be worth to note that g-factor of Graham-Watts
states with respect to the boundary and bulk RG flow.
In general, starting from the Cardy state characterized
by identity index, the g-value or boundary entropy takes
the following form [32],
ga×b = ga
gb
g0
. (11)
In minimal CFT, it was pointed out that the insertion
of a topological defect inevitably increases the g-factor.
Hence we can say that Graham-Watts states have more
edge degrees of freedom than the original Cardy states
before multiplied by the defect. Moreover, when we think
about boundary g-theorem, protection of this boundary
degrees of freedom may need more symmetry which can
exclude relevant boundary perturbation [38, 39].
In the last paragraph, we have discussed the effect of
boundary perturbation to Graham-Watts state with re-
spect to g-factor. However, how about the effect of bulk
perturbation? The most important thing to note is that
g-factor can increase under bulk perturbation [26, 40]. In
other words, it means a boundary degree of freedom can
be protected (or even can be enhanced) by the bulk per-
turbation. Hence we can expect existence of some cases
that the Graham-Watts states which are unstable against
the boundary perturbation (or protected by boundary
symmetry) can survive under bulk renormalization. As
we will show, the state |+〉 + |−〉 and 2|f〉 are the first
two examples of this case in a lattice model. For further
research, it should be stressed that some Cardy states
can be conjectured to flow to Graham-Watts state by
bulk perturbation. This phenomenon might be related
to the appearance of edge states for topological ordered
4phases as a consequence of bulk and boundary RG flow
from a fixed point, but it has never been explained as
such a consequence of RG flow as far as we know. In
one dimensional quantum spin chain, it is also worth to
note the protection of SPT order under many-body lo-
calization (MBL) with bulk random interaction because
we will show that this edge degree of freedom is closely
related to boundary version of integral of motion, whose
bulk version plays a significant role in MBL phase [41].
III. ISING MODEL WITH TOPOLOGICAL
DEFECTS AND OPEN BOUNDARY CONDITION
A. Lattice realization of topological defects on the
critical Ising chain
We consider the Ising model on a semi-infinite chain
with the following Hamiltonian:
H = −
[
∞∑
i=1
(
σzi σ
z
i+1 + Γσ
x
i
)
+ hσz1
]
, (12)
where σα with α = x, y, z are the Pauli matrices, Γ is
the transeverse field, and h is the longitudinal field only
on the boundary. Tuning Γ = 1 brings this model to the
gapless point, whose low-energy physics can be described
by the Ising CFT.
Corresponding to the three primary fields, there can be
three conformally-invariant boundary conditions in the
Ising CFT [1]:
|1〉 = |+〉, (13)
|ǫ〉 = |−〉, (14)
|σ〉 = |free〉, (15)
each of which represents the fixed boundary condition
with + spin and − spin, and the free boundary condi-
tion, respectively. These boundary conditions can be re-
alized by controlling the boundary magnetic field h in
Eq. (12). h = 0 yields the free boundary condition,
which has a relevant field with the scaling dimension 1/2
since the conformal spectra of this boundary fixed point
are 1⊕ ǫ. Because this relevant field corresponds to the
boundary external field h, the infinitesimal magnetic field
h induces the flow to the ordered boundary states with
h = ±∞: h > 0 corresponds to |+〉 state while h < 0 to
|−〉 state [42].
The topological defects in the Ising CFT can also be re-
alized on the lattice by controlling the parameters in the
Hamiltonian [23]. Corresponding to the primary fields,
the classified three topological defects in the Ising CFT
are D1, Dǫ, and Dσ [43]. The D1 represents the trivial
Z2 symmetry defect, which means there is no defect and
has no effect in the system. The Dǫ is called the (non-
trivial) Z2 symmetry defect, whose lattice realization is
the same as the antiperiodic boundary condition. There-
fore, the insertion of the symmetry defect into the bond
between the i-th and (i+ 1)-th sites on the critical Ising
chain can be performed by the following transformation
for the parameter in the Hamiltonian:
σzi σ
z
i+1 → −σzi σzi+1, (16)
which means a change of the interaction between the i-
th and (i+1)-th spin into an antiferromagnetic one. We
describe this situation as there is the Dǫ in the (i, i+1)-
bond.
The last defect Dσ is called the KW duality defect,
which can be inserted into the i-th site on the lattice
by [23, 43]
σzi−1σ
z
i + σ
x
i → σzi−1σyi . (17)
B. The fusion between the Cardy states and
topological defects
Now we have the lattice realization of the Cardy states
and the topological defects on the critical Ising chain. In
this subsection, we consider the fusion between them on
the lattice. The key point in our analysis is that the
topological defects can be moved freely by using the ap-
propriate unitary transformations [43]. Namely, after the
insertion of the defects Da into the bulk, we can move
it near the boundary and finally have it absorbed into
the edge states |b〉 by the unitary transformations. The
resulting boundary states should be, according to the
conjecture of CFT, consistent with the fusion rule of the
Ising CFT, |a × b〉. We demonstrate that the boundary
states on the gapless Ising chain obtained by being fused
with the defect are consistent with the conjecture of the
Ising CFT.
1. the symmetry defects
First of all, we discuss the trivial Z2 symmetry defect
D1. Since the lattice realization of D1 is just the ab-
sence of any defects, trivially the unitary transformation
for moving it is just an identity transformation. Then
the boundary states remain unchainged after the fusion
with the D1, which is consistent with the fusion rules of
the identity operator and arbitrary operators in the Ising
CFT:
1× 1 = 1, (18)
1× ǫ = ǫ, (19)
1× σ = σ. (20)
Next, we discuss the fusion of the Cardy states and the
nontrivial symmetry defect Dǫ. We consider the critical
Ising model on a semi-infinite chain with the symmetry
defect in the (2, 3)-bond:
H
(2,3)
Dǫ
≡ −
[
σz1σ
z
2 − σz2σz3 +
∞∑
i=3
σzi σ
z
i+1 +
∞∑
i=1
σxi + hσ
z
1
]
,
(21)
5which can be obtained by Eq. (16). A unitary transfor-
mation to move the defect from the (2, 3)-bond into the
(1, 2)-bond is the Pauli matirix σx2 :
σx2H
(2,3)
Dǫ
σx2
† = −
[
−σz1σz2 +
∞∑
i=2
σzi σ
z
i+1 +
∞∑
i=1
σxi + hσ
z
1
]
≡ H(1,2)Dǫ .
(22)
Just in the same way, we can move the defect from
(1, 2)-bond to the boundary: i.e., let it absorbed into the
boundary by σx1 transformation:
σx1H
(1,2)
Dǫ
σx1
† = −
[
∞∑
i=1
σzi σ
z
i+1 +
∞∑
i=1
σxi − hσz1
]
, (23)
which is euqivalent to the Hamilonian without any defect
Eq. (12) whose boundary external field is flipped. There-
fore, the fusion of Dǫ have the following effects on the
Cardy states:
Dǫ|+〉 = |−〉, (24)
Dǫ|−〉 = |+〉, (25)
Dǫ|free〉 = |free〉. (26)
Notice that these relations are consistent with the fusion
rules between ǫ operator and the primary fields corre-
sponding to each Cardy state:
ǫ × 1 = ǫ, (27)
ǫ × ǫ = 1, (28)
ǫ× σ = σ. (29)
Now we are able to confirm that the effect of the Dǫ on
the boundary states is consistent with the Ising CFT.
2. the duality defect
We turn to the discussion of the duality defect Dσ. Let
us consider the critical Ising chain with Dσ at the third
site, whose Hamiltonian can be obtained by Eq. (17):
H
(3)
Dσ
≡ −
(
σz1σ
z
2 + σ
z
2σ
y
3 +
∞∑
i=3
σzi σ
z
i+1
)
−
(
σx1 + σ
x
2 +
∞∑
i=4
σxi
)
− hσz1 .
(30)
The unitary transformation which transfers the defect
into the second site can be defined as
U3→2 =
[(
R
π
4
y R
π
4
x
)
2
⊗
(
R
π
4
z
)
3
]
⊗ CZ2,3, (31)
where
(
Rθa
)
i
= cos θ × 1i + i sin θ × σai and
CZi,i+1 = (| ↑〉〈↑ |)i+1 1i + (| ↓〉〈↓ |)i+1 σzi (32)
is the control Z operator [23]. The simple calculation
actually results in
U3→2H
(3)
Dσ
U3→2
†
= −
[(
σz1σ
y
2 +
∞∑
i=2
σzi σ
z
i+1
)
+
(
σx1 +
∞∑
i=3
σxi
)
+ hσz1
]
≡ H(2)Dσ ,
(33)
which represents the Hamiltonian with Dσ at the second
site.
Applying the unitary transformation U2→1 for Eq. (33)
yields the absorption of the defect into the boundary.
The resulting Hamiltonian is
U2→1H
(2)
Dσ
U2→1
† = −
[
∞∑
i=1
σzi σ
z
i+1 +
∞∑
i=2
σxi + hσ
y
1
]
≡ H(1)Dσ ,
(34)
where the boundary field is applied along the y-direction
and the boundary transverse field σx1 is absent. The
boundary states of Eq. (34) can be interpreted as follows.
When the original boundary state before the fusion with
Dσ is in the free boundary condition, there is no bound-
ary longitudinal field, h = 0. In this case the Hamiltonian
(34) is commutable with σz1 , the ground state |ψ〉 can be
decomposed into two different sectors depending on the
parity of 〈ψ|σz1 |ψ〉 = ±1. For each ± sector, the Eq. (34)
can be described as
H
(1)
Dσ
= −
[
±σz2 +
∞∑
i=2
σzi σ
z
i+1 +
∞∑
i=2
σxi
]
, (35)
which is equivalent to the critical Ising Hamiltonian (12)
with h = ±1 and without any defect. Since any finite
boundary longitudinal field h induces the ordered bound-
ary states, the resulting boundary state for each parity
sector is |±〉, respectively. Therefore, because the bound-
ary state of Eq. (34) is the superposition of the boundary
states of the two parity sectors, we can conclude that
Dσ|free〉 = |+〉+ |−〉. (36)
When the original boundary states before applying Dσ
is in the fixed boundary condisions |±〉, on the other
hand, the Hamiltonian Eq. (34) is no longer commutable
with σz1 due to h 6= 0. Here let us focus on the case
where h > 0 and the original boundary state is |+〉. As
is already explained, since the fixed point for the free
boundary condition is unstable for the perturbation of h,
a positive finite h flows to h =∞ for the boundary RG,
which allows us to analyze the Hamiltonian Eq. (34) with
the limit of h → ∞ taken. Therefore the ground state
|ψ〉 of Eq. (34) necessarily maximize hσy1 , which amounts
to
|ψ〉 = 1√
2
[1, i]1 ⊗ |s2, s3, · · ·〉, (37)
6where the spin state at the boundary is determined as the
eigen state of σy1 with the eigenvalue +1 and the other
part is described as |s2, s3, · · ·〉. Notice that Eq. (37)
yields 〈ψ|σy1 |ψ〉 = 1 and 〈ψ|σz1 |ψ〉 = 0. Therefore the
effective Hamiltonian results in
H
(1)
Dσ
= −
[
∞∑
i=2
σzi σ
z
i+1 +
∞∑
i=2
σxi + h
]
, (38)
which is equivalent to the critical Ising Hamiltonian with
the free boundary condition, since the constant term h
has only irrelevant effect.
Although we discuss only the case of h > 0, the nega-
tive h also yields the essentially same effective Hamilto-
nian,
H
(1)
Dσ
= −
[
∞∑
i=2
σzi σ
z
i+1 +
∞∑
i=2
σxi − h
]
, (39)
the difference of which from the case of h > 0 is just the
constant term. As a result, we can conclude
Dσ|+〉 = Dσ|−〉 = |free〉. (40)
In conclusion, according to Eq. (36) and Eq. (40), we
are able to observe that the fusion between the duality
defect and the Cardy states are consistent with the fusion
rules of the Ising CFT:
σ × 1 = σ, (41)
σ × ǫ = σ, (42)
σ × σ = 1+ ǫ. (43)
3. comment on the stability of |+〉+ |−〉
As shown in Eq. (36), the boundary state generated
by the fusion with the free boundary condition and the
duality defect is the superposition of the Cardy states,
|+〉+|−〉, which can be realized the Hamiltonian Eq. (34)
with h = 0. As is explained in Eq. (12), changing the
transverse field Γ from the critical value 1 induces the
gapped ground state. Let us consider perturbing Eq. (34)
with h = 0 into off-criticality by controlling the trans-
verse field:
H
(1)
Dσ
= −
[
∞∑
i=1
σzi σ
z
i+1 + Γ
∞∑
i=2
σxi
]
. (44)
Because even for the non-critical system the Hamiltonian
commutes with σz1 , the ground state can be decomposed
again into the ± parity sectors, each of which Hamilto-
nians is
H
(1)
Dσ
= −
[
±σz1 +
∞∑
i=2
σzi σ
z
i+1 + Γ
∞∑
i=2
σxi
]
. (45)
Even if the bulk is gapped, the boundary orders for a
finite boundary longitudinal field, then the boundary
state of this Hamiltonian is also the superposition of
two ordered boundary states fixed with ↑ spins and ↓
spins. This suggests that the boundary state at criti-
cality |+〉 + |−〉 is stable against the bulk perturbation
breaking the KW self-dual symmetry. We discuss later
this in the viewpoint of boundary RG flow.
4. fusion with multiple defects
We have confirmed on the lattice that the fusion be-
tween the topological defects Da and the Cardy states |b〉
can be derived by the fusion rule in the Ising CFT, which
yields the resulting boundary states |a × b〉. Just in the
same way, we can prove that fusing another defect Dc
with this obtained boundary state |a× b〉 on the critical
Ising chain yields the boundary state |a× b× c〉.
As an example, let us consider multiplying the dual-
ity defect twice for the Cardy states in the Ising CFT.
The Hamiltonian whose boundary takes in a single Dσ
is Eq. (34). For this Hamiltonian, we insert the other
duality defect into the second site:
H
(1),(2)
Dσ
≡ −
[
σz1σ
y
2 +
∞∑
i=2
σzi σ
z
i+1 +
∞∑
i=3
σxi + hσ
y
1
]
.
(46)
Then we move the inserted defect into the boundary by
the appropriate unitary transformation:
U2→1H
(1),(2)
Dσ
U2→1
† = −
[
∞∑
i=2
σzi σ
z
i+1 +
∞∑
i=2
σxi + hσ
x
1σ
z
2
]
.
(47)
Since σx1 commutes with the Hamiltonian, the bound-
ary states are the superpositions of the one for each Z2
parity sector. When h 6= 0, the Hamiltonian for these
two ± sectors are
U2→1H
(1),(2)
Dσ
U2→1
† = −
[
∞∑
i=2
σzi σ
z
i+1 +
∞∑
i=2
σxi ± hσz2
]
,
(48)
which are equivalent to the critical Ising chain with a
boundary longitudinal field ±h, respectively. This means
DσDσ|+〉 = DσDσ|−〉 = |+〉 + |−〉, which is consistent
with the fusion rule of σ×σ×1 = σ×σ× ǫ = 1+ ǫ. For
h = 0, on the other hand, the Hamiltonian of both parity
sectors is the one with the free boundary condition, which
represents the boundary state is the two-fold degenerated
free boundary states 2|free〉. Notice that this results are
consistent with the fusion rule of σ × σ × σ = 2σ.
Now we see the fusion of the Cardy states with multi-
ple duality defects on the gapless Ising chain yields the
same results with the Ising CFT. The other case of mul-
tiple applications of the topological defects can also be
easily proved. By considering the insertion of topological
defects recursively, one can obtain the boundary states
like 2n (|+〉+ |−〉) and 2n|free〉 and the factor 2n can be
interpreted as boundary degree of freedom which does
not interact with the bulk.
7C. duality connection between Ising and fermionic
Ising BCFT
In this section, we introduce the possible relation of
boundary states between Ising CFT and fermionic CFT.
First of all, the Cardy states of Ising CFT are written as,
|+〉 = 1√
2
|1〉〉+ 1√
2
|ǫ〉〉+ 1√
2 4
√
2
|σ〉〉, (49)
|−〉 = 1√
2
|1〉〉+ 1√
2
|ǫ〉〉 − 1√
2 4
√
2
|σ〉〉, (50)
|free〉 = |1〉〉 − |ǫ〉〉. (51)
The application of Z2 spin flip, which is expressed as
|σ〉〉 = −|σ〉〉 , to these states results in the following
transformations |+〉 → |−〉, |−〉 → |+〉, |free〉 → |free〉.
Hence the total Hilbert space, spaned by the positive in-
teger linear combination of Cardy states, does not change
by this transformation. However, if we think about the
Z2 transformation |ǫ〉〉 → −|ǫ〉〉, which corresponds to
high and low temperature dual transformation, to Cardy
states, it is not the case. For example, the state |+〉+ |−〉
is transformed into
√
2|free〉 and it is not an integer multi-
plication of Cardy states. Hence we have to think about
this transformation and the resultant Hilbert space in
BCFT other than Ising BCFT. Interestingly, the Hilbert
space spanned by Ising BCFT with this Z2 transforma-
tion coincides with fermionic Ising BCFT, which is re-
cently proposed [44, 45]. In the following we note detail
of the correspondence.
First, we decompose the Ising BCFT basis to the sym-
metric and antisymmetric sector under Z2 spin flip trans-
formation. The symmetric sector is spanned by the fol-
lowing basis |+〉 + |−〉, |free〉, wheras the antisymmetric
sector is ± (|+〉 − |−〉). Then by applying KW transfor-
mation, we can obtain the following relations,
|free〉 → |fixed,+〉NS = |fixed,−〉NS (52)
|+〉+ |−〉 → |free〉NS , (53)
± (|+〉 − |−〉)→ |±, fixed〉R (54)
where righthandside represents the boundary states of
fermionic CFT in [44] and NS and R represent Neveu-
Schwartz and Ramond sector.
Hence, if we think about the connection between
Kitaev chain and Ising chain which are connected by
Jordan-Wigner transformation, it may be natural to
guess the former is Z2 dual of the latter [46, 47]. As
global (bulk and boundary) Z2 spin flip does not change
the partition function or energy spectrum, the global du-
ality transformation may not change the partition func-
tion or energy spectrum. Because this duality relates low
temperature physics and high temperature physics, there
may exist close relation between massless (massive) flow
of Ising CFT and massive (massless) flow of fermionic
Ising CFT.
D. Generalization to ZN Fateev-Zamolodchiknov
model
Our analysis can be applied to ZN Fateev-
Zamolodchikov model which can be described by ZN
parafermion or some c = 1 theory [48, 49] ( or complex
CFT [50, 51] ). The ferromagnetic Hamiltonian which
corresponds to ZN parafermion can be written as,
H = Hbulk +Hboundary, (55)
Hbulk = −
∞∑
j=1
N−1∑
k=1
1
sinkπ
N
(
Zkj Z
N−k
j+1 +X
k
j
)
, (56)
Hboundary = −
N−1∑
k=1
1
sinkπ
N
hZk0Z
N−k
1 . (57)
where Z and X satisfy by the following relations
ZN = XN = 1, (58)
Z† = ZN−1, (59)
X† = XN−1, (60)
ZX = ωXZ (61)
with ω = e
2iπ
N and Z is diagonal matrix with eigenvalue
1, ω, ...., ωN−1.
Z0 commutes with Hamiltonian and we can decom-
pose the Hamiltonian by each sector corresponding to
the eigenvalue of this boundary operator, 1, ω, ..., ωN−1.
For example, by eigenvalue 1, we can obtain,
HZ0=1 = Hbulk −
N−1∑
k=1
1
sinkπ
N
hZk1 (62)
For the other eigenvalues, we can obtain the almost same
expression and each expression can transform each other
by the cyclic ZN transformation generated by
∏∞
j=1X
k
j .
Hence we can conclude this model has at least N bound-
ary state which is protected by dual ZN symmetry. For
finite size spin chain, by considering unitary transforma-
tion to left edge to assign eigenvalue 1, we can obtain N
boundary states with degeneracy N corresponding to the
eigenvalue of right edge. If the edge of the above model
goes to some conformal boundary state |B1〉, the total
state is described by applying ZN cyclic transformation
Ω recursively,
∑N−1
k=0 Ω
k|B1〉. It seems to natural to name
this state as ZN duality state which is in close relation
to duality defect with fusion Dd ×Dd =
∑
g∈ZN
Dg and
its robustness under bulk perturbations. By applying
parafermionic Jordan Wigner transformation, one can
observe similar protected edge state of this model as Ising
and Kitaev chain [52]. Further investigation of this model
with boundary magnetic field is desired, but it is out of
the scope of this paper.
8IV. RG ARGUMENTS OF OUR MODEL
A. RG flow of Graham-Watts state |+〉+ |−〉
As one can see, in Ising model the non-Cardy state
|+〉 + |−〉 can be easily realized. Here we note some
boundary and bulk RG argument of this state in the
framework of the minimal CFT.
First, as we have shown in the previous subsection, this
state flows to |free〉 by breaking boundary KW duality
by boundary field ǫ. This result is consistent with the
boundary RG flow of Graham-Watts states derived from
boundary RG flow of Cardy states [32].
Second, |+〉 + |−〉 is maintained by the bulk pertur-
bation in the sense that the twofold degeneracy on the
boundary is robust against the bulk KW duality break-
ing. Actually, it is also consistent with massless flow
of the minimal model with boundary. In some litera-
ture [27, 40], it was shown that |I〉Ising → |I〉M(2,3) and
|φ1,3〉Ising → |φ1,2〉. By considering each sector of Ising
chain Hamiltonian which corresponds to boundary spin
value σz = ±1, we can obtain the state |I〉+ |φ1,2〉 under
boundary RG induced by the bulk perturbation. Hence
we can obtain conservation of boundary degrees of free-
dom. However there exist some subtlety of the state
|I〉 + |φ1,2〉. Actually, we have not used the identifica-
tion of Kaz formula for M(2, 3) model. M(2, 3) is known
as trivial CFT with bulk fields with conformal dimen-
sion 0, but there may still exist nontrivial boundary crit-
ical phenomena, known as percolation. Moreover, φ1,2
field and its singular vector are known to generate the
SLE6 [53, 54]. (There exists a similar problem for the
identification φ2,1 = φ1,3 for Ising model [55].) Hence we
will suggest that it may be open problem whether we can
use the relation φ1,2 ∼ I at the boundary. If this identifi-
cation is true, one can observe exact 4-fold degeneracy for
finite spin chain (but it is unlikely to happen as we will
discuss in the next subsection). As can be seen our lattice
Hamiltonian, there should also exist similar preservation
of boundary degree of freedom under massive flow.
Finally, we mention some connection to general argu-
ment of the duality defect [56]. Duality defect is defect
which implement the symmetry g ∈ G as,
Dd ×Dd =
∑
g
Dg (63)
The minimal CFT M(m,m+1) has the Z2 symmetry,
generated by the primary operator φ1,m [32]. The Z2
defect labeled by this index changes the primary field as
follows,
D1,mφr,s = φm−r,s. (64)
Hence there may exist several duality defects with the
condition,
Dd ×Dd = Dr,s +Dm−r,s (65)
For example, Ising model has a duality defect D1,2 = Dσ
and tricritical Ising model has a duality defect, D2,1 =
Dσ′ . Hence when we interprete this relation by using
Grham-Watts states, there may exist similar phenomena
in various models.
B. Flow from |+〉+ |−〉 to |free〉 and bulk massless
flow
As we have shown, the boundary state |+〉 + |−〉 is
robust against bulk perturbation. Moreover, by using
Jordan-Wigner transformation, it explains the edge state
of Kitaev chain.
There exists boundary flow from |+〉 + |−〉 to |free〉
and |+〉+ |−〉 has the larger g-factor. In this section, we
will review what may happen if we added bulk perturba-
tion to this flow. Let us introduce the following lattice
Hamiltonian,
H = −
∞∑
i=2
(
σzi σ
z
i+1 + Γσ
x
i
)− σz1σz2 + hxσx1 . (66)
hx = 0 corresponds to the boundary state |+〉 + |−〉 at
criticality and it flows to |free〉 by choosing hx 6= 0. In
the massless flow, because of the spontaneous symmetry
breaking, we can conclude hx → 0. Hence the system is
described by the flow of |+〉+ |−〉, which has the larger
g-value. In the massive flow, this phase is the disordered
phase and the spin chain is decoupled which is charac-
terized by the eigenvalue of σx of each site. Hence the
boundary perturbation is still relevant and the system is
described by the flow of |free〉.
C. Flow from 2|free〉 to |+〉+ |−〉 and bulk
perturbation
In this subsection, we consider boundary flow from 2|f〉
to |+〉+ |−〉 and its behavior induced by bulk perturba-
tion. For this perpose, we consider the following Hamil-
tonian,
H = −
∞∑
i=2
(
σzi σ
z
i+1 + Γσ
x
i
)
+ hσz1σ
z
2 (67)
By choosing Γ = 1 and h = 0, the boundary condition
is described by 2|free〉, as we have already shown. This
state has the larger g-factor than that of |+〉+ |−〉, and it
flows to this state by boundary interaction h 6= 0 at crit-
icality. Of course, this boundary state is robust against
bulk perturbation. Then, we consider the situation at
off criticality. In the massless flow, the effect of h 6= 0
cannot be negligible by spontaneous symmetry breaking.
Hence the boundary flow should become that of |+〉+|−〉.
In the massive phase, the interaction becomes irrelevant
because the system is in the disordered phase. Hence
the boundary spin 12 degree freedom can survive in this
9regime and it is similar to an edge state of the Haldane
phase. Our model is trivial to some extent, but it coin-
cidentally shows the similar behavior to the phase tran-
sition between the Haldane phase and the ferromagnetic
phase, recently considered in [36]. This phase transition
is protected by boundary symmetry which prohibits the
boundary interaction σz1 and σ
x
1 and bulk Z2 spin flip
symmetry. This boundary symmetry may result from
the original spin 1 XXZ Heisenberg chain.
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the realization of topological
defects in the 1d quantum Ising model with open bound-
ary conditions which is described by BCFT. We have
exactly shown that the model can be transformed into
the same model without any defect but with boundary
fields and boundary degrees of freedom. Especially, it
has been demonstrated that one can understand the ap-
pearace of the edge states such as |+〉+ |−〉 or 2|free〉, as
a consequence of the application of the duality defects.
Compared with other types of defects or impurities, the
characteristics of topological defects that they can move
smoothly and satisfy fusion algebra simplify the multiple
defects problem.
More generally, we expect that our formulation may
suggest some existence of general boundary states Xa|B〉
on a 1d critical spin chain as an edge mode. This struc-
ture is similar to the edge state of the SPT phases as we
have discussed in Sec. IV. Hence the boundary and bulk
RG argument of CFT might be useful for a unified expla-
nation of topological phases. In our analysis, it should
be noted that the appearance of degenerate edge mode
is a result from the nonabelian fusion of the topological
defects and Cardy states. For a more complete analy-
sis of the edge state, one has to consider the boundary
RG flow from BCFT to BTQFT starting from boundary
states with the large g-values.
As a related problem, it is interesting to consider the
general realization of the flow with this nondecreasing g-
factor in general lattice models. The present paper treats
the case which preserves the boundary degree of freedom
under bulk RG flow, but the existing paper may also pre-
dict increasing of the boundary degree of freedom under
RG flow [26, 40]. It may generate an emergent boundary
degree of freedom with an emergent boundary symmetry
under the bulk RG. Hence it might be possible to predict
that the bulk RG flow with boundaries can explain the
appearance of nontrivial edge modes of gapped systems.
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Appendix A: Kramers-Wanier transformation for
the finite size open spin chain
In this section, we review the KW transformation on
the finite length Ising model with open boundary condi-
tion. The point is that the Hamiltonian is NOT invari-
ant when one considers the boundary condition, but the
partition function is invariant under this transformation.
Moreover, this transformation can be thought of as the
shift of the duality defect to one boundary to the other.
First, we introduce the following Hamiltonian of the
Ising model,
H = −
N−1∑
i=1
[
σzi σ
z
i+1 + σ
x
i+1
]
+ h1σ
x
1 + hNσ
z
N , (A1)
where the left boundary can be represented by |+〉 +
|−〉 = Dσ|free〉 with h1 = 0, and |free〉 = Dσ|+〉 = Dσ|−〉
otherwise. Notice that the left boundary states can be
represented as the product of the duality defect and a
Cardy state as Dσ|B〉. The right boundary, on the other
hand, can be represented by |free〉 with hN = 0, and |+〉
or |−〉 with hN 6= 0.
Next, we introduce the KW transformation [57],
σzi σ
z
i+1 = σ
′x
i . (A2)
i∏
j=1
σxj = σ
′z
i . (A3)
with σzN = σ
′x
N , and i = 1, ..., N .
After this transformation, the Hamiltonian is,
H ′ = −
N−1∑
i=1
[
σ′zi σ
′z
i+1 + σ
′x
i
]
+ h1σ
′z
1 + hNσ
′x
N . (A4)
As one can easily see, the boundary terms are not in-
variant. After this transformation, the duality defect
in the left boudary condition has been eliminated as
Dσ|Bleft〉 → |Bleft〉, and the right boundary condition
acquires a duality defect as |Bright〉 → Dσ|Bright〉. Hence
we can understand the KW transformation as moving
the duality defect from one boundary to the other. It
shows the lattice realization of Graham-Watts argument
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when we consider the left and right edges. For example,
one can see that the σzN which induces the boundary RG
flow from |free〉 to |±〉 becomes σ′xN which induces the
boundary RG flow from |+〉+ |−〉 to |free〉. In the lattice
models, such an argument may be trivial, but it is far
from trivial if one considers the boundary RG argument
of BCFT. Hence it may be helpful to consider a lattice
model as verification of BCFT analysis such as TCSA. It
should be noted that, as we have mentioned in the main
text, there exist some subtleties of the operator identifi-
cation by using Kaz table when one considers boundary
fields.
As we have discussed, the duality transformation does
not preserve boundary states. Hence we state here more
precise implication of this transformation, with respect
to the correlation functions. First, we introduce the n
point correlation function of the disorder operators σ′zi1 ,
σ′zi2 , · · · , σ′zin as
〈DσBleft|
n∏
j
σ′zij |Bright〉. (A5)
By using KW transformation, this multipoint correlation
function is equivalent to the following correlation func-
tion of order operators,
〈Bleft|
n∏
j
σzijDσ|Bright〉. (A6)
It should be noted that the boundary condition with |±〉
for both boundaries is outside of this equivalence because
we cannot move duality defect from one boundary to the
other in this situation (The both boundaries cannot be
represented as Dσ|B〉).
Appendix B: Kramers-Wannier duality and dual Z2
charge
Here, we discuss the global Z2 symmetry of the Ising
model and its implication on the boundary RG argument.
As we have stressed in the main text, such arguments
require extensive calculation like TCSA if we investi-
gated that kind of things in the rigorous sense. Hence
we restrict our discussion only on the lattice model, from
which we extract some implications on BCFT analysis.
First, we introduce the Hamiltonian with the follow-
ing form (for simplicity we concentrate on left boundary
indexed by the cite number 1),
H = −
∑
i≥1
[
σzi σ
z
i+1 + σ
x
i+1
]
+ hzσ
z
1 + hxσ
x
1 . (B1)
When hz = 0, this Hamiltonian has Z2 symmetry gener-
ated by the operator
∏
i≥1 σ
x
i , and the boundary condi-
tion is represented by |free〉, or |+〉+ |−〉. In other words,
the boundary operator σzi is charged under this symme-
try. As we have discussed, σx1 triggers the boundary flow
from |+〉 + |−〉 to |free〉 which is closely related to the
boundary flow from |free〉 to |±〉. Hence it may be natu-
ral to consider that σx1 as charged object. Actually this
operator is charged under KW dual global Z2 symme-
try generated by the operator
∏
i σ
′x
i = σ
z
1σ
z
n which only
acts on the boundary of spin chain in the original rep-
resentation. The same operator and related discussion
can be found in Ref. 58. As KW dual transformation im-
plies, this boundary operator σx1 induces the boundary
flow from |+〉+ |−〉 to |free〉, which corresponds to dual
Z2 symmetry breaking. As was stressed in Ref. 36, σ
x
1
should be treated as boundary disorder operator which
is different from order operator and energy operator with
respect to Z2 and dual Z2 charge (in Ref. 36, it was also
shown that it is possible to eliminate the relevant bound-
ary disorder operator if the boundary disorder operator is
charged under some nontrivial symmetry transformations
by assigning the symmetry on the total Hamiltonian. In
these cases, the dual Z2 symmetry can only be broken
irrelevantly under these symmetries). It should also be
noted that this boundary disorder operator may have the
conformal dimension 12 [44], which is different from con-
formal dimension 116 of the order operator [59]. This may
imply that the duality defect (and corresponding duality
transformation) can change the conformal dimension of
the boundary operators in general. Hence we believe that
this type of argument in the lattice models, such as ZN
parafermion model, suggests a lot of boundary RG flows
which are quite nontrivial from the view of BCFT.
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